Texas Ranger Says Psychology Needed In Use Of Revolver

Demonstrates Various Methods Of Firing With Old .45

Re-Actor

The Texas Ranger says that the Eighteenth Amendment was not the cause of the recent crime wave to any appreciable extent. Already this wave has practically wiped itself out, he said. "Elements of evil cannot exist for any great time in a clean people," the speaker went on to explain, "why the crime wave has almost wiped itself out can be seen in its dissolution.

Five years ago, the speaker stated, there were over 2,000 men in the country who were on lists of out-and-out killers. In a recent list only 396 men were named. The reason was that most of the killers had annihilated each other, with great, effective, and permanent results.

Eight Men Clean Up Southwest

As a result of a gun psychology, the speaker said, eight men, he thinks, have pretty well cleaned up the Southwest. They have made good in a half hour. What they did was to ride along and stop wherever they saw their chance to clean up. That way, alone, after a brief meeting at 5 o'clock in Room 2-150, they have cleaned the place up.

One must use psychology in using a gun. For instance, when a man is driven, it is a grave come for the drawer to step forward. In facing a person, one must make sure that his gun has no clip.

Demonstrated With .45 Six-Shooter

For his demonstration, the speaker used a .45 six-shooter. The shooting of a gun should be done in a "Broncho Reverso" and is a shot that only can be accomplished by extreme co-ordination of the muscles and brain. Other methods were shown, and the gun was left in the hands of the drawer.

Book Thief

The leader of a book ring which stole 3,000 volumes from the Harvard library was recently convicted and booked for punishment. Each of these books will contain a bookplate with the following words: "This book was stolen from the Harvard College Library. It has been carefully restored and is in good condition."

Travel Money

For Your Trips

Harvard Trust

Letters of Credit
Traveler's Cheques
Foreign Drafts

Harvard Trust Company

Real Home Cooking SPECIAL DINNERs EVERY EVENING AT 40 and 90 CENTS Per Person

THE TECH DELICATESSEN

fine arts and entertainment now

"DER ANDERRE" (THE MAN WITHIN)
FRITZ KORTNER is SUPER in THE FILM OF A VITAL PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEM!

Our Stage is all set for Spring!

New Spring styles— and new lowered prices!

New lowered prices have been effected by a return of cost.

The unloaded price of the Ford Bantam, for one, an alert buying policy when the few seconds and divots were at their loudest, for so many.

Certain other economies a large organization can effect without in any way affecting the quality which have also contributed materially.

See our windows today. Note especially the young men's models. Up-date— it's in Style! Down-to-date in Price!

625 to 875 — with emphasis on 835

ROGERS PEET SHOES
Formerly Macmillan Parker

TREMONT ST. AT BRIMFIELD

You own Your Own Club House to EUROPE!

Travels and 3rd Class Rooms Excluded! En- tire sections set aside for you on convien- ite ships, the Lloyd Express and Collins Lines. Dances, deck sports, masquerades, jollifications, cozy lounges, comfortable seating rooms, pleasant decks. The "dues" is such a small price for such comfort.

NEW LOWS TOURIST CLASS

Third Class

$68

-55-

68

CELTIC

250 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Telephone, Commonwealth 2123

Or your local agent
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When the Shulton opened (7 years ago) we begin entering to cater for women and men. Gradually their patronage has increased; we feel safe in asserting that more students make the Shulton their New York house than any other house on the road. The reason is that this is the first establishment to give the chance to serve on the part of Shultan that the students have been greatly reduced. Rises from 100 on the first floor. A room from $2.30 daily.

Club Structure (be sure to preen up) are an ad- visory board of international repute made up of prominent persons. Also secretarieship for bridge and other games, and officers and ushers of good standing selected at reasonable prices.
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